UCOF 2013 Annual Gala – Faith. Hope. Fashion.
August 25th, 2013
Dear Media Friend,
On Wednesday, October 9, 2013, United Colors of Fashion (UCOF) will hold our annual gala at the
historic Lexington Avenue Armory in New York City. The 2013 gala theme is FAITH. HOPE.
FASHION. As the name suggests, this year’s gala is a celebration of what UCOF believes in. We
remain faithful that our mission to empower youth through fashion will launch the careers of our
interns, while we provide hope for their futures and for our children in Soweto, South Africa through
the magical medium of fashion.
This annual event, which features diverse fashion designers from around the globe, provides scholars
of UCOF’s Fashion Education Program the opportunity to practice the skills they have learned and
work with top international fashion designers, stylists, hair and makeup artists, fashion show producers
and publicists. With the funds raised at the event, UCOF is able to continue to organize internships and
educational opportunities for under-resourced youth in New York and expose them to the many
exciting career opportunities in the fashion industry.
This year, we are especially pleased to introduce UCOF’s Achiever of the Year, Sade Solomon. Sade
started the Fashion Education Program in 2010. During her time at UCOF, she has become a visionary
and a paragon of hope with aims of starting her own business through which she can use fashion and
philanthropy to empower and encourage youth to fulfill their own dreams and passions as she has
done. Our Fashion Education Program allows aspiring designers like Sade to focus on design without
the worry of funding, which is completely covered by our sponsors. Gala attendees will get to see Sade
Solomon launch her first collection in a special fashion presentation/exhibition at the gala.
Our Charity Care Program allows UCOF to harness the fashion community’s compassion to bring
relief to youth in South Africa who lack access to adequate medical care. We are partnered with the
Soweto Hospice, and through generous donations and the purchase of gala tickets from supporters, we
have been able to provide assistance to over 50 HIV infected/affected children in Soweto, South
Africa. In March of this year, UCOF made its highly anticipated yearly visit to South Africa and it will
be engraved in our minds and hearts forever.
Attached, please find our press kit which will provide the following tools to learn about our
organization and annual gala: Press Release; Sample News Story; Company Profile; Event Fact Sheet;
Frequently Asked Questions; and Biographies of key people within the organization.
We are available for interviews. For media inquires, please contact:
Saunak Shah
Director of Marketing, United Colors of Fashion
Phone: 732-688-9910
Email: saunak@unitedcolorsoffashion.org
Website: www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/UCOFINC
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Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
United Colors of Fashion to hold Annual Gala and Fashion Benefit at Lexington Avenue Armory in NY
NEW YORK, NY (August 16, 2013) – On Wednesday, October 9, 2013, United Colors of Fashion
(UCOF) will hold its Annual Gala at the historic Lexington Avenue Armory from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
This black tie affair will include an international runway show featuring top models and acclaimed
designers from around the world, including David Tlale (South Africa), Naked Ape by Shaldon Kopman
(South Africa), Ron & Ron (Haiti/USA), and Sukeina (USA). UCOF is also excited to have industry
veterans overseeing the runway show: Show Producer Jan Malan, Casting Director Sandi Bass, and
Stylist Seth Howard. Supermodel Devyn, the first official winner of “THE FACE” reality TV modeling
competition, is the International Fashion Ambassador who will represent the 2013 Annual Gala.
Legendary supermodel Pat Cleveland, who walked the runway for UCOF’s gala last year and has made
invaluable contributions to fashion and the arts, will be honored with the 2013 Lifetime Achievement
Award.
United Colors of Fashion is a New York City-based non-profit 501 (c)(3) organization with a mission to
Empower Youth through Fashion. UCOF works to achieve its mission through two initiatives: (1)
Fashion Education Program: locally mentoring under-resourced youth in New York City about the
fashion industry through hands-on training in fashion education; and (2) Charity Care Program: offering
provisions of financial assistance, food, and clothing to youth in South Africa who are living with
HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis. This year’s gala theme is FAITH. HOPE. FASHION. As
the name suggests, the gala is a celebration of what United Colors of Fashion stands for: remaining
faithful that UCOF’s mission will launch the careers of its under-resourced interns, while providing hope
for their futures and for the children of South Africa through the magical medium of fashion. All
proceeds generated from ticket sales and 100% of public donations will be used to fund the costs of
running UCOF’s Fashion Education and Charity Care programs for the upcoming year.
In addition to the international runway show and awards ceremony, gala attendees will also see the
progress UCOF has made through the first collection by Sade Solomon – the Fashion Education
program’s top intern and UCOF’s Achiever of the Year – which will be presented in a special fashion
installation. “I have learned so much in my past three years of working with UCOF,” explains Sade. “I
have also grown as a person and as a designer. UCOF to me is people helping people: helping children in
South Africa with AIDS and HIV, and also helping emerging designers like myself.”
The gala brings together a global community from the worlds of fashion, business, the arts, and
philanthropy – all of whom believe in the vision of UCOF. According to Ciano Clerjuste, UCOF
President and Chairman: “The annual gala allows us to provide our interns the most extensive and intense
training in design, textiles, marketing, management, event production, media and communications. We
offer the training at no cost. The talented youth selected get an opportunity to turn their dreams into
reality by working with the best in the industry. Our youth are the future leaders of our communities. As
we empower them through fashion, we are investing in the upcoming groundbreakers in our country.”

Gala Sponsors: Official Airline Sponsor - South African Airways | Official Media Sponsor: Fashion One
TV | Official Makeup Sponsor: Makeup Pro | Official Hair Sponsor: Hair & the City | Official PR
Agency: Bella PR
###
For additional information please contact:
Saunak Shah
Director of Marketing, United Colors of Fashion
Phone: 732-688-9910
Email: saunak@unitedcolorsoffashion.org
Website: www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/UCOFINC
About United Colors of Fashion (UCOF): Founded in 2010, United Colors of Fashion is a New York
City-based non-profit 501 (c)(3) organization with a passion to locally mentor under-resourced youth in
New York City about the fashion industry through hands-on training in fashion education; and offer
provisions of financial assistance, food, and clothing to youth in South Africa who are living with
HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis. UCOF is very different than most non-profit registered 501
(c)(3) organizations. 100% of public donations are used to fund its programs, while daily operating costs
are covered by sponsors, the board of directors and private donors. UCOF’s FREE Fashion Education
Program is the first of its kind in the United States. The organization is supported by an international team
of philanthropically-minded, skilled professionals with backgrounds in fashion, the arts, and business – all
of whom donate their time and expertise free of charge.
Fashion Education: Countless talented youth aspire to work in the fashion industry, but few make it. In
fact, the vast majority of new designers go out of business within two years. Moreover, without access to
the unique educational opportunities, internships, and connections that are invaluable to building a career
in fashion, under-resourced youth stand little chance of even entering the industry. With the funds it
raises, UCOF organizes internships and educational opportunities for under-resourced youth in New York
in our Fashion Education Program, in order to expose them and help provide them access to the many
exciting career opportunities in the fashion industry. To date, UCOF has impacted the lives of over 200
under-resourced youth in New York and New Jersey. UCOF’s top student for 2013, Sade Solomon,
recently graduated from the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT), and will launch her first collection at
the gala.
Charity Care Program: It is estimated that 67% of the 33 million people suffering from HIV/AIDS live in
Sub-Saharan Africa. In South Africa alone, there are 300,000 children living with HIV/AIDS and another
1.4 million who have been orphaned by the disease. UCOF harnesses the fashion community’s
compassion for those suffering with HIV/AIDS to bring relief to victims in developing countries who lack
access to adequate medical care. UCOF is partnered with Mapetla Day Care in South Africa to provide
financial assistance, food, and clothing to young children suffering from HIV/AIDS.
To learn more about United Colors of Fashion, please visit www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org
To learn more about UCOF’s Financials, please visit www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org/financials
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Sample News Story

Faith. Hope. Fashion.
On Wednesday, October 9th, 2013, United Colors of Fashion (UCOF) will hold their annual gala at the
historic Lexington Avenue Armory. The event will include an international runway show featuring top
models and designers from around the world, including David Tlale, Naked Ape by Shaldon Kopman,
Ron & Ron, and Sukeina. The show will be produced by Jan Malan, casting will be managed by
Sandi Bass, and Seth Howard will act as the stylist. Supermodel Devyn, the first official winner of
“The Face” reality TV modeling competition, is the International Fashion Ambassador who will represent
the 2013 Annual Gala.
UCOF, which Vigore! Magazine calls an “epidemic of hope,” is a New York City-based non-profit 501
(c)(3) organization with a mission to educate and mentor under-resourced youth about the fashion
industry through hands-on training. In addition, the organization provides financial assistance, food, and
clothing to youth living with HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis in South Africa.

This year’s gala theme – “FAITH. HOPE. FASHION.” – is a celebration of what UCOF believes in:
Remaining faithful that the organization’s mission will launch the careers of its interns, while providing
hope for their futures and for the children in South Africa through the transformational medium of
fashion. To date, UCOF has impacted the lives of over 200 under-resourced youth in New York and New
Jersey. UCOF’s top student for 2013, Sade Solomon, recently graduated from the Fashion Institute of
Technology (FIT), and will launch her first collection at the gala.
When explaining what inspired him to create United Colors of Fashion, Founder and President Ciano
Clerjuste explained: “At age 12, I knew fashion design was what I wanted to go to school for and get a
degree in. I started paying attention to what local seamstresses and tailors were doing and learned the
basics from them. Unfortunately, at age 17, my mother was hit by a car, which left her paralyzed. Shortly
after, my father died, and I had no choice but to go to school to major in business and finance in order to
make a stable living. At undergraduate school, I often wished I had someone who showed me how to
make it in fashion. It never happened. Most under-resourced youth from the urban areas normally
experience the same.”
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With the funds raised at the annual gala, UCOF is able to continue to organize internships and educational
opportunities for under-resourced youth in New York and help expose them to the many exciting career
opportunities in the fashion industry. In addition to fundraising, the gala provides scholars of UCOF’s
Fashion Education program with the opportunity to practice the skills they have learned and work with
top international fashion designers, stylists, hair and makeup artists, fashion show producers and
publicists.
This year’s gala will be an especially proud occasion for Mr. Clerjuste as gala attendees will get to see
first-hand the progress UCOF has made through a fashion exhibition featuring the first collection of
UCOF’s top student, Sade Solomon. Ms. Solomon will also receive the “Achiever of the Year” award for
her outstanding performance for the last three years. UCOF will also be honoring legendary supermodel
Pat Cleveland with the 2013 Lifetime Achievement Award.
“Normally, under-resourced youth do not have access to the opportunities to dress supermodels, learn
about trends firsthand and attend shows like Mercedes-Benz New York Fashion Week,” said Mr.
Clerjuste, and that is the opportunity that he wants to bring to the youth. “Each year, we select two top
students who are in high school, and we assist them with getting into a fashion school.” With the entire
staff working for free, including Mr. Clerjuste, 100% of public donations go directly to the Fashion
Education and South Africa Charity Care programs.
Ciano further explained, “My main goal when I started UCOF was to provide resources to emerging
designers. The fashion industry is largely about who you know . If you want to launch a collection after
graduating fashion school, you usually need someone to guide you and or give you the funding. It’s not
just about designing; you need to know the industry inside and out. This is where UCOF can help: the
business and technical sides of fashion. We are able to teach and mentor youth through the whole process
to make wise decisions, so by the time they do launch their first collection, they are ready for the
industry.”
For intern Sade Solomon, her dream has definitely become a reality. “I have learned so much in my past
three years of working with UCOF and met so many amazing people that have impacted my life,” she
said. “I have also grown as a person and a designer. UCOF to me is people helping people. Helping
children in South Africa with AIDS and HIV and also helping emerging designers like myself.”
The organization was founded in 2010 and is supported by an international team of philanthropicallyminded skilled professionals with backgrounds in fashion, the arts, and business. Every member of the
team donates his or her time and expertise. UCOF’s focus is on improving the health and education of
youth as the foundation for happy and fulfilling lives. UCOF raises funds for these causes from its annual
gala and international fashion benefit, corporate sponsors, grants and generous contributions.
Today, there are many young people who may give up on their dreams of pursuing a degree in the arts
and fashion. UCOF works passionately to turn dreams into realities. “We believe in investing in our
youth,” explains Ciano, “I hope during your journey on earth, you create a significant and positive legacy.
That’s my goal, and l am optimistic you will join us as we invest in our youth, as they are the future
leaders of our communities”
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Company Profile
United Colors of Fashion (UCOF) is a New York City-based non-profit 501 (c)(3) organization with a
passion to locally mentor under-resourced youth in New York City about the fashion industry through
hands-on training in fashion education; and offer provisions of financial assistance, food, and clothing to
youth in South Africa who are living with HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis. We are very
different than most non-profit registered 501 (c) (3) organizations. We use 100% of public donations to
fund our programs. Our daily operating costs are covered by sponsors, our board of directors and private
donors. Our FREE Fashion Education Program is the first of its kind in the United States.
Our Mission: The core mission of our organization is to Empower Youth through Fashion. UCOF
passionately strives to carry out its mission through two core initiatives:
1. Locally: Education and mentorship to under-resourced youth in New York City about the fashion
industry through hands-on training.
2. Globally: Provision of financial assistance, food, and clothing to youth in South Africa who are

living with HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis.
Our Goals: The organization was founded in 2010 and is supported by an international team of
philanthropically-minded, skilled professionals with backgrounds in fashion, the arts, and business. Our
focus is on improving education and health in order to lay the foundation for happy and fulfilling lives.
Fashion Education Program: Countless talented youth aspire to work in the fashion industry, but few
make it. In fact, the vast majority of new designers go out of business within two years. Moreover,
without access to the unique educational opportunities, internships, and connections that are invaluable to
building a career in fashion, under-resourced youth stand little chance of even entering the industry. With
the funds it raises, UCOF organizes internships and educational opportunities for under-resourced youth
in New York in our Fashion Education Program, in order to expose them and help provide them access to
the many exciting career opportunities in the fashion industry.
Sade Solomon is a living example of the mission and goals of UCOF. She has been in the Fashion
Education Program for the past three years and has just graduated with a degree in fashion design from
New York’s Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT). Sade is this year’s “Achiever of the Year” and her
first collection will be shown at the gala during a special fashion exhibition. UCOF is proud to be
associated with Sade and has kept its promise of assisting her every step of the way to realize her dream
of fashion philanthropy, which so closely aligns to the mission of UCOF.
Charity Care Program: It is estimated that 67% of the 33 million people suffering from HIV/AIDS live
in Sub-Saharan Africa. In South Africa alone, there are 300,000 children living with HIV/AIDS and
another 1.4 million who have been orphaned by the disease. UCOF harnesses the fashion community’s
compassion for those suffering with HIV/AIDS to bring relief to victims in developing countries who lack
access to adequate medical care. UCOF is partnered with the Soweto Hospice in South Africa to provide
financial assistance, food, and clothing to young children suffering from HIV/AIDS.
To learn more about United Colors of Fashion, please visit www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org
To learn more about UCOF’s Financials, please visit www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org/financials
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Event Fact Sheet
Event: United Colors of Fashion presents our 3rd Annual Gala: FAITH. HOPE. FASHION.
Description: Our annual gala serves as the biggest training for our under-resourced youth. It is the time of
year where we raise the most funds to keep our programs running for the following year. The event
habitually brings world press, dignitaries, New York/New Jersey elites and supporters from different parts
of the world together to see how we have grown, the accomplishments of our students, and to witness
how we have touched the lives of HIV/AIDS infected/affected children overseas. The black tie event will
include a fashion show featuring designers from around the world, including David Tlale, Naked Ape by
Shaldon Kopman, Ron & Ron, and Sukeina. Jan Malan is the Producer, Sandi Bass is the Casting
Director, and Seth Howard is the Stylist. Supermodel Devyn, the first official winner of “The Face”
reality TV modeling competition, is the International Fashion Ambassador who will represent the 2013
Annual Gala. There will also be a special fashion exhibition by UCOF Achiever of the Year, Sade
Solomon. Moreover, the 2013 Lifetime Achievement Award will be awarded to legendary supermodel Pat
Cleveland, who also walked the runway for UCOF last year. Honorary Chair Awards and the
Humanitarian Awards will also be presented. Proceeds generated from ticket sales and 100% of donations
will be used to fund the costs of running UCOF’s Fashion Education and Charity Care programs
throughout the year.
Date: Wednesday, October 9th, 2013
Preliminary Program:
6:00pm –Press Check-in Opens/ Arrival of Honorary Chairs
6:30pm – Press Conference / Red Carpet
6:45pm – VIP Reception Begins
7:00pm – Arrival of Guests, Gala Reception & Exhibition of our Students’ work
8:00pm – Awards Program Begins
Introduction by the CEO of Company with the Presenting Sponsor Title
Presentation of the Lifetime Achievement Award to Pat Cleveland
Presentation of the Honorary Chair Awards
Presentation of the Humanitarian Award
Presentation of the Achiever of the Year Award
Video of our Impact in NY and Abroad
8:35pm – Live Auction by Celebrity Chair of the Gala
8:50pm – Dance number by Dancers from Steps on Broadway
8:50pm – International Runway Fashion Show by Top Designers
9:30pm – Closing Remarks by the Board of Directors
9:35pm – Music & Dancing by the DJ of the event
Media/Press Inquires: Contact Saunak Shah, Director of Marketing at
saunak@unitedcolorsoffashion.org
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
What is United Colors of Fashion (UCOF)?
United Colors of Fashion (UCOF) is a New York City-based non-profit 501 (c)(3) organization with a
passion to locally mentor under-resourced youth in New York City about the fashion industry through
hands-on training in fashion education; and offer provisions of financial assistance, food, and clothing to
youth in South Africa who are living with HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis.
To learn more about United Colors of Fashion, please visit www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org
What does UCOF do?
The core mission of our organization is to Empower Youth through Fashion. Locally, we offer education
and mentorship to under-resourced youth in New York City about the fashion industry through hands-on
training. Globally, we offer financial assistance, food, and clothing to youth in South Africa who are
living with HIV/AIDS, sickle cell anemia and paralysis. 100% of public donations are used to fund our
programs (70% to Fashion Education, 30% to Charity Care), while daily operating costs are covered by
sponsors, the board of directors and private donors.
To learn more about UCOF’s Financials, please visit www.unitedcolorsoffashion.org/financials
What is the theme for this year’s annual gala?
This year’s theme – FAITH. HOPE. FASHION. – is a celebration of what UCOF believes in: Remaining
faithful that our mission to Empower Youth through Fashion will launch the careers of interns, while
providing hope for their futures and for the children in Soweto, South Africa through the magical medium
of fashion.
What is the purpose of the gala?
Our annual gala serves as the biggest training for our under-resourced youth. It is the time of year where
we raise the most funds to keep our programs running for the following year. The event habitually brings
world press, dignitaries, New York/New Jersey elites and supporters from different parts of the world
together to see how we have grown, the accomplishments of our students, and to witness how we have
touched the lives of HIV/AIDS infected/affected children overseas. The black tie event will include a
fashion show featuring designers from around the world including David Tlale, Naked Ape by Shaldon
Kopman, Ron & Ron, and Sukeina. Jan Malan is the Producer, Sandi Bass is the Casting Director, and
Seth Howard is the Stylist. There will also be a special fashion exhibition by UCOF Achiever of the year,
Sade Solomon. The gala provides scholars of UCOF’s Fashion Education program the opportunity to
practice the skills they have learned and work with top international fashion designers, stylists, hair and
makeup artists, fashion show producers and publicists. With the funds raise at the event, UCOF is able to
continue to organize internships and educational opportunities for under-resourced youth in NY to expose
them to the many exciting career opportunities in the fashion industry.
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Biographies of Key Players
Ciano Clerjuste
UCOF President & Chairman
Ciano Clerjuste’s work is as influential as traditional art. He has rubbed shoulders
with the best in the fashion industry and the poorest of the poor, yet in his own
right, he is a simple, humble man contributing to making a change in our world
today.
Prior to settling in the USA in 1996, Clerjuste made a promise to himself to help
those less fortunate and in need, the same way he was raised by his parents. Ciano
Clerjuste was born and spent most of his teen years in Gonaїves, Haiti. His
educational background spans across a wide range of theatrical performances,
dance, film, fashion, and arts. With 18 years of valid experience in these fields, he has graced stages
performing in leading roles for such productions as Romeo & Juliet, South Pacific, Daniel’s Song, Pas De
Deux, Lulumba, and Cinderella and for 5 years in the run in The Jesus Story. He has coupled his acting
with directing some of these productions including Noel Sans Toi for five years. He has also performed in
the WYACT/NJPAC Summer Musical Production.
With extensive training garnered from Alvin Ailey American Dance Company, Newark School of the
Arts, New York Conservatory of Dance and Cynthia Meryl, he has also made some independent films
including The Kreyol Boys, Descent, and Love Around the World. He has teamed up with great designers
from all over the globe – from as far as Argentina, Spain, Haiti, Angola, Paris, Trinidad, the Philippines,
Russia and South Africa – with one purpose in mind: to Empower Youth through Fashion.
Today he holds a Bachelor in Business Administration and Management and has been an Account
Executive for an investment & insurance firm for the past eight years. In addition, he works as a freelance
Interior Designer and a much sought after high-end event planner. His perfectionism and eye for detail
has seen him work for three consecutive years with the US-Spain Chamber of Commerce and United
Nations, in addition to planning a multitude of charity events and weddings for New York and New
Jersey elite.
Founded in 2010, United Colors of Fashion (UCOF) has been a platform for Clerjuste to work with and
showcase young and gifted artists in fashion, and expose them on a global scale in order to realize their
dreams. He also plays a role in planning UCOF’s Annual Gala and International Fashion Benefit, which
seeks to raise funds for UCOF’s free Fashion Education and Charity Care Programs.
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Sade Solomon
UCOF’s Achiever of the Year for 2013
Sade Solomon graduated with a degree in fashion design from New York’s
Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT). It is evident that she has no intention of
resting on her laurels and she is clear that each achievement is only the
foundation upon which she can build the next.
Since she started interning with UCOF, this former caseworker has grown into
a visionary and a paragon of hope. She has aims of starting her own business
through which she can use fashion and philanthropy to encourage and empower
youth to fulfill their dreams and passions as she has done. UCOF is proud to be
associated with Sade and has kept its promise of assisting her every step of the
way to realize her dream of fashion philanthropy that so closely aligns to the
mission of UCOF.
In February of this year, Sade designed a number of pieces for the Hope Beyond Horizons exhibition of
avant-garde fashion. In March, she visited South Africa during Joburg Fashion Week where she worked
behind the scenes. She was an intern under South African designers David Tlale and Naked Ape by
Shaldon Kopman and also worked with world-renowned show producer Jan Malan. The many
inspirations she received from this trip have given Sade the impetus to launch her first collection on
October 9th at the UCOF annual gala. The collection will be presented as an exhibition and will allow
guests to get close to the garments, while asking Sade questions about her collection and experience with
UCOF. This will precede the international runway show featuring internationally acclaimed designers
who have mentored interns such as Sade.
Sade has been part of UCOF’s Fashion Education program for the past three years. The program is the
first of its kind in the United States and it aims to expose talented but under-resourced New York youth to
the opportunities within the fashion industry at no charge. The challenge many newly graduated fashion
designers face despite being artistically ready, is funding. The fashion education program allows
designers like Sade to focus on design without the worry of funding, which is covered completely by
sponsors.
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Jan Malan
UCOF Fashion Show Producer
Namibian-born Jan Malan, director of Umzingeli Productions, is one of
Africa’s leading show producers. “Umzingeli” means “hunter-gatherer” in
Xhosa and Zulu, as the company prides itself on finding and nurturing
fashion and beauty talent that hails from Africa.
Since starting his show production career in 1985, his momentous work,
energy and positivity towards the industry has led him to stage high profile
productions in 20 countries spread over four continents.
Using his powerful knowledge of the events industry, he brainstorms truly
innovative concepts and executes them professionally with an enthusiasm
that can only be described as electric.
The conceptualization of M-Net’s “Face of Africa” Model Search in 1996 kick-started a career that has
since led him to 35 countries in Africa.
His endeavors have not only highlighted the beautiful women of Africa, but also exposed Africa’s fashion
talent to the world.
Malan pioneered “Africa Designs” for M-Net and AngloGold, a pan-African fashion designer
competition, in the year 2000. This was the first time that African designers showed on schedule at New
York Fashion Week in a group show. Following this international milestone, Malan staged five more
shows for designers of African descent on schedule at the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week in New York
between 2001 and 2012.
Noticing his talent for organization and eye for detail, he was asked to serve as a venue manager for IMG
in 2001 and 2002 under the guidance of New York Fashion Week founder, Fern Mallis. Not one to sit
back, he applied his new knowledge and magic to the “Fairlady South African Fashion Awards” (The
Catherine’s) in 2003 and subsequently won a Golden Loerie (The South African Advertising Awards) for
it.
Malan is constantly looking for fresh and captivating venues, and many of his shows have been held in
unique locations such as train stations, art galleries, city halls and theater spaces.
He produced shows at various fashion weeks across the continent including South African, Cape Town,
Durban, Joburg and Africa Fashion Week, as well as Mozambique Fashion Week and Swahili Fashion
Week in Tanzania.
Furthermore, he directed all shows at Delhi Fashion Week in India for two consecutive seasons in 2008
and 2009.
But regardless of an impressive client list, which includes names such as Elton John and Tyra Banks,
Malan has continued his passion for charity work by giving his time to produce shows for the
Witwatersrand Hospice, The Organ Donor Foundation, the South African Federation for Mental Health
and most recently, United Colors of Fashion in New York. UCOF honored him with the “Producer of the
Year Award” for 2012.
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Sandi Bass
UCOF Casting Director
Sandi Bass was born and raised in Nashville, Tennessee. After graduating, she
moved to Los Angeles where she studied Art Culture and Fashion Design at LA
City College.
During this time, Sandi was discovered by Monsieur Hubert de Givenchy and
taken to Paris, France as his muse. This historical, “Girls of Color Cabine” that
took Paris by storm was on the heels of the Versailles Show honoring designers
Halston and Stephen Burrows, and featuring models Bethann Hardison and Pat
Cleveland. Sandi spent the next fifteen years as a top runway model living in Paris, Rome, and Tokyo
working for top designers, Valentino, Christian Dior, Emanuel Ungaro, Karl Lagerfeld, Fendi, to name a
few. She also found herself in a singing group on tour as The Peter Jacques Band at the famous Forum
Coliseum in Rome opening for the Bee Gees and Abba, however, her passion was for fashion.
Passion for Fashion…
After turning in her runway pumps, Sandi returned to America, making appearances on numerous
television shows as the on-camera personality and fashion coordinator presenting “Fashions of the
Moment”. She also appeared as a guest judge on Tyra Bank´s “America´s Next Top Model”. As a writer,
Sandi´s articles on modeling and fashion have been published in numerous magazines and newsletters.
Well-respected in the business…
Sandi is now on the other side of the modeling industry. She has experience working as the Director of
Runway at a top NY agency and traveling the world as a top international model scout placing models in
Asia, Europe, the US and Canada. Combining her great communication skills, her deeply rooted
connections with agencies worldwide and her knowledge of the industry, she understands the importance
of relationships and ethics in any business. Sandi is sought after by modeling agencies, schools and
conventions to give seminars to models and parents, knowing they will get sound advice. It is her inviting
southern comfort personality that has taken her around the world.
Now, to give back…
Sandi is the Creative Director for “Cover Girls for Change,” models of the 80´s and 90´s uniting to
mentor young models through events during NY Fashion Week.
Sandi is honored to work with United Colors of Fashion as their Casting Director for their annual
international runway show held during the yearly gala in New York. Sandi has also recently been chosen
as a member of The National Association of Professional Women in New York.
Sandi lives in New York City and has a beautiful daughter, son-in-law and two wonderful
granddaughters.
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Seth Howard
UCOF Stylist
A southern native, Seth Howard tries to incorporate a very attainable style to
every project he takes on. He began his career in New York City after
completing his BFA in Fashion Design at the Savannah College of Art and
Design. Starting as an intern with Nylon magazine, Seth was very lucky to
begin climbing the ranks as a fashion editor working for titles like Men’s
Vogue, Out, Esquire, and Men’s Health. He has been very fortunate to
contribute his ideas to dozens of others from around the globe.
Growing up in a very rural setting in south central Kentucky, with little to no exposure to the fashion
community, Seth accepted the invitation to become involved with UCOF without hesitation. The program
offers the type of introduction and support from the fashion industry to many students that he would have
found very useful in his youth. Seth looks forward to working on this year’s gala and to becoming a
mainstay with the UCOF family.
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Devyn
UCOF International Fashion Ambassador
UCOF is excited to introduce you to Devyn, our International Fashion
Ambassador who will represent the 2013 Annual Gala. This Bronx born, native
New Yorker is a fashion model of Barbadian and Jamaican ancestry. With the
encouragement of her parents since she was very young, Devyn studied dance
and art, while also pursuing a passion in photography. During high school, she
was scouted by an agency in New York and learned to balance her classes with
the demands of working as a model. Since graduating, Devyn further developed
her interest in photography, hosted a professional photography exhibit, and
created a short film which was recognized at the Tribeca Film Festival.
Devyn admires how United Colors of Fashion empowers youth through fashion. “To me fashion is more
than to set trends or popular styles. In my eyes fashion defines individuality and self-confidence. Whether
we believe it or not, fashion has a huge impact on our daily lives. UCOF does exactly that, taking that
individuality and self-confidence and mixing in the genius and creativity that comes with fashion to
changing young people’s lives,” says the ambassador.
Recently, Devyn was awarded the title of being the first official winner of “The Face” reality TV
modeling competition. UCOF is proud to welcome Devyn to our team.
Devin explains, “It is an unexpected honor being selected as UCOF’s newest fashion ambassador. In the
past, I have shown my support for UCOF by walking in the annual charity fashion show… To now be a
part of the entire UCOF movement makes my support grow ever more. I have seen the effect of their
cause and the drive behind their vision. It feels amazing to be a part of something so beautiful.”
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Pat Cleveland
UCOF 2013 Gala Honorary Chair & Lifetime Achievement Award Winner
Pat Cleveland is an international modeling icon. She has worked for the world’s most
prestigious fashion designers including Armani, Halston, Stephen Burrows and
Valentino, both on and off the runway. Pat has also been seen in the work of
important photographers including Richard Avedon, Helmut Newton, Horst and
Steven Meisel.
Throughout her illustrious career, Pat has appeared on the pages of the world’s most
prestigious fashion publications such as Vogue, Ebony, Essence, Interview, and W
Magazine. Her beauty has not been overlooked by the art world, having sat for Andy Warhol and
Salvador Dali. She has done numerous commercials and advertising campaigns, the latest being Mac
make-up in September 2012. She is mentioned and quoted in more than 50 books.
As a Fashion Ambassador, Pat has traveled extensively representing the United States and the United
Kingdom on trips to China, Italy and Russia. In 1989, Pat represented the city of Barcelona as a fashion
icon for the Summer Olympics in Spain. Recently she was the recipient of the “The Thurgood Marshall
Award” for being a Fashion Icon, named as one of the The Huffington Post 100 Game changers, and was
honored at the Metropolitan Museum of Art for her contribution in Versailles 73.
In addition to modeling, Pat has performed: singing and dancing on stage in Let My People Come on
Broadway; acted in several foreign films including Rio Babilônia (Brazil), Iago Shakespeare (Italy), Sotto
il vestito niente (Italy) and Hair, The Musical (Mexico); and has appeared in cameo parts for The Devil
Wears Prada, Sex and the City: The Movie, was a guest judge on America’s Next Top Model and most
recently on The Face.
She was also featured in numerous documentaries, the most recent being; Versailles 73, Ultra Suede in
search of Halston, About Face, and Scatter my Ashes at Bergdorf.
A superstar in Italy, Pat has recorded original lyrics written for Joe T. Vanelli and published a book of
poems, In The Spirit of Grace, also published in English.
Pat resides in the U.S.A. and is currently writing her autobiography. She lives with her husband Paul
Ravenstein and has two children, Anna and Noel.
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Ron and Ron
UCOF Designer
Ron & Ron, a menswear fashion label specializing in made-to-measure suits,
was established in 1999 by twin brothers Ronald and Rony Delice.
The Ron & Ron label was noticed almost immediately, receiving critical
acclaim from the leading periodicals including The New York Times and
DNR, the predominant menswear trade magazine. They also earned Fashion
Group International’s “Rising Star Award” and Gen-Art’s “Design Fashion
Award.” The label quickly gained popularity among a host of celebrities such
as Will Smith, Samuel L. Jackson, Courtney B. Vance, D.L. Hughley, and
Jamie Foxx, renowned musicians like Justin Timberlake, Jay-Z, and Sean
John “Diddy” Combs, and star pro athletes like Latrell Sprewell, Curtis
Martin, and Steve Francis.
The twin designers were born to a seamstress mother and a tailor father in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Inspired
by their lifelong passion and seeking an alternative to the monotonous style of European-inspired
minimalist design and limited detailing and sizing, the Delices’ set out to create something refreshingly
different within the very competitive high-end men’s suit industry. Celebrating the essence of their
Caribbean heritage, Rony and Ronald have been widely recognized for incorporating brilliant colors with
truly remarkable details. The twin brothers often combine red-stitched button holes, contrast piping, top
stitching and enhanced peak lapels on slender silhouettes cut from imported Italian cloth.
The Delice brothers developed their sharp eye for detail and penchant for quality by converging the skills
they gained while apprenticing within Europe’s most established fashion meccas. After completing their
academic studies in New York City’s Fashion Institute of Technology, they headed for Italy and France;
Rony to the Via Condotti in Rome and Ronald to the Faubourg Saint-Honore in Paris. Nurturing their
panache in impeccable tailoring from their experiences abroad, the twins returned to New York in the late
80’s and began working with Avaram Goldman, then owner of Beau Brummel in Soho. They quickly
transitioned from salesclerks to custom tailors for the reputable men’s boutique. Compelled by popularity
and growing client demand for the brothers’ own custom- made suits, Goldman approached them with an
offer to finance a signature line for the store. By 1998, the duo launched their private line, Ron & Ron.
By integrating subtle influences from their cultural background and adding signature detailing, this
charismatic duo accentuates timeless, classic tailoring with their own distinctive and versatile touches,
giving it a modern appeal. Success of the Ron & Ron label has been contingent on personal dedication
and creative integrity within a continuously evolving industry. Their line has clearly been an influence to
classic menswear as can be seen from the rising number of suits that have added the twins’ signature color
button hole and top stitching. The clear difference though can be seen in the way only a Ron & Ron suit
fits a man; complementing his body and personal style effortlessly.
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Shaldon Kopman
UCOF Designer
Shaldon Kopman’s Naked Ape Designs are the answer to the need for
high-end menswear fashion for street and suit savvy gentlemen around the
globe, catering to travelers that jet set from sunny South Africa to frosty
New York City. Today you can find Naked Ape Ready-to-Wear and
Bespoke available at Naked Ape’s showroom in Johannesburg. Having
worked abroad in cities such as New York, Chicago, Sydney, Milan, Paris
and Dubai as a fashion director and stylist, Shaldon was called home by a
strong passion for Africa. Once home, he applied his years of experience
by filling the role of Fashion Editor for South African magazines such as
Elle, Soccer Life and Y Magazine.
Today Shaldon focuses most of his creative energy on Naked Ape and growing the strong Afro Aesthetic
to compete in an international market. His natural sense of style and clear direction for a well-rounded
wardrobe earned him the “GQ Best Dressed Man” award for 2006 – 2007. More recently Shaldon
appeared as one of four judges on the hit show Diamonds in the Ruff, and as “Fashion Police” for the
Royal Monaco Wedding and for various events on The Real Goboza.
Design Signature.
A practical, multi-functional aesthetic for the discerning individual and meticulous attention to detail is a
defining characteristic of Naked Ape, placing it on an international level of artistry and craftsmanship.
Shaldon’s love for Africa is authentically represented in the handmade nature of garments, the use of
natural fabrics and staying inspired by the rich culture and people that inhabit the place he lives in.
With the mission to create multi-functional designs through the use of refined detail and fine fabrication,
Naked Ape provides services in fashion and image consulting offering tailor-made wardrobes for the ever
evolving fashion world.
Shaldon and the Naked Ape team are about educating and changing mindsets through style and fashion.
Through a decade of exponential growth from its humble beginnings as a cottage industry with a handful
of loyal clientele, to a fully fledged studio and showroom conveniently located above Benjamin Woollens
– a large fabric company in Johannesburg’s CBD – Naked Ape Fashion Consulting has established an
elite service for the discerning individual.
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David Tlale
UCOF Designer
Since launching his brand “Tlale” in 2008, award-winning designer, David Tlale’s
designs have far exceeded expectations. That same year Mr. Tlale was also voted the
most stylish person at the Annual South African Style Awards.
Mr. Tlale was also voted Mzansi´s Star Fashion Designer at the Mzansi Star Awards,
and was nominated at the Mercedes Benz Fashion Awards 2008. He was invited to
judge the Elle New Talent 2008 competition, a place where he began his own journey in fashion.
In addition, it was also in 2008 that Mr. Tlale launched his Green Collection for the voluptuous women of
Mzansi – a collection modeled by ´South African´ celebrities and journalists, including the likes of Judith
Sephuma, Lebo Mashile, KG Moeketsi and Anele Mdoda.
His proud moments in 2008 include designing a showstopper for British model, Jourdan Dunn, which was
showcased at Virgin Mobile Cape Town Fashion Week and being chosen to be an ambassador for the
Change-4-Ever campaign, which aims to alleviate poverty in Southern Africa.
In 2010, Mr. Tlale proudly showcased a 54 piece collection accompanied by a live, 28 piece orchestra at
the African Fashion International Week (AFI) during the FIFA World Cup in South Africa.
Breaking all boundaries, Mr. Tlale hosted an outstanding show on the Nelson Mandela Bridge during
Joburg Fashion Week 2011. The collection celebrated Nelson Mandela´s 92 years of life as the show
consisted of an unbelievable 92 piece collection showcased by celebrities, models, sports men and
women, as well as business people that all together make South Africa beautiful.
Both daring and dramatic, Tlale is a brand that defies convention and employs unpredictable use and
understanding of fabric, color and texture.
It is with this understanding that the Tlale brand developed to be one of the most formidable fashion
labels in South Africa to date. It came as no surprise when Mr. Tlale was awarded Fashion Designer of
the Year at the recent ARISE Africa Fashion Awards, when he presented a Ready-To-Wear Collection
that defied all expectations. With this award, Mr. Tlale had the opportunity to showcase at the Mercedes
Benz New York Fashion Week, in September 2009, courtesy of Arise Magazine.
Since his catwalk debut in 2003, Mr. Tlale has enjoyed outstanding exposure on both local and
International catwalks, taking his label to astronomic heights. David Tlale is a household label that firmly
stands its own ground among a sea of other labels; this being attributed to the sheer design erudition and
precision that challenges mediocrity.
Mr. Tlale Proudly supports United Colors of Fashion, Incorporated and its HIV/AIDS program at the
Soweto Hospice in South Africa.
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